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(
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            [error] => 404
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        (
            [error] => 404
            [m] => 
            [p] => 0
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            [page_id] => 0
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            [tag] => 
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            [feed] => 
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            [paged] => 0
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            [s] => 
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            [title] => 
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            [embed] => 
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            [post__in] => Array
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            [post_name__in] => Array
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            [tag__in] => Array
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                (
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            [tag__and] => Array
                (
                )

            [tag_slug__in] => Array
                (
                )

            [tag_slug__and] => Array
                (
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            [post_parent__in] => Array
                (
                )

            [post_parent__not_in] => Array
                (
                )

            [author__in] => Array
                (
                )

            [author__not_in] => Array
                (
                )

            [search_columns] => Array
                (
                )

            [tax_query] => Array
                (
                    [0] => Array
                        (
                            [taxonomy] => language
                            [field] => term_taxonomy_id
                            [terms] => Array
                                (
                                    [0] => 21615
                                )

                            [operator] => IN
                        )

                )

            [orderby] => menu_order
            [order] => ASC
            [meta_query] => Array
                (
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                        )
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                        )
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                (
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                            [value] => 1
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            [relation] => AND
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                        (
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					FROM wp_64sf0fwi0r_posts  LEFT JOIN wp_64sf0fwi0r_term_relationships ON (wp_64sf0fwi0r_posts.ID = wp_64sf0fwi0r_term_relationships.object_id) INNER JOIN wp_64sf0fwi0r_postmeta ON ( wp_64sf0fwi0r_posts.ID = wp_64sf0fwi0r_postmeta.post_id )
					WHERE 1=1  AND ( 
  wp_64sf0fwi0r_term_relationships.term_taxonomy_id IN (21615)
) AND ( 
  ( wp_64sf0fwi0r_postmeta.meta_key = 'active' AND wp_64sf0fwi0r_postmeta.meta_value = '1' )
) AND ((wp_64sf0fwi0r_posts.post_type = 'post' AND (wp_64sf0fwi0r_posts.post_status = 'publish')))
					GROUP BY wp_64sf0fwi0r_posts.ID
					ORDER BY wp_64sf0fwi0r_posts.menu_order ASC
					LIMIT 0, 10
				
    [posts] => Array
        (
            [0] => WP_Post Object
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With the seamless integration of Benchmark Email and Canva, effortlessly exchange images between your accounts. Access your Benchmark Image Gallery within Canva, leveraging its powerful tools to enhance your visuals. Once perfected, export your designs back to Benchmark Email. Plus, easily export any design from your Canva library directly to your Benchmark Email account.
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Topics covered in this article:




	How to Connect Benchmark and Canva  
	Frequently Asked Questions 
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	The integration process begins within Canva; log in to your Canva account to set up the Benchmark Email integration.
	You will need your Benchmark Email username and password to link to Canva.



	You can connect one Benchmark Email account to Canva; if you have multiple accounts, you'll need to disconnect and reconnect to the new account. 
	Please note that the free Canva version may have image limitations. 
	Multiple design exports to Benchmark Email are currently not supported.
	This integration is currently available in English. However, all Benchmark Email users can access the integration in Canva. Depending on your language choice in Canva, you might see English along with your preferred language.
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Avoid image-only emails; use the Canva integration to import designs to elevate your Benchmark Email templates. Opting for image-only emails can be risky and decrease the likelihood of your message reaching your contact's inbox. Instead, leverage the Canva integration to seamlessly incorporate visually appealing images into your email campaigns while maintaining a balanced text-to-image ratio of 60:40. 
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How to Connect Canva and Benchmark









Once you link your Canva and Benchmark Email accounts, you can do the following. 




	Export Canva designs to your Benchmark Email account.
	Exported Canva designs will be accessible in your Benchmark Image Gallery. 



	Access your Benchmark Image Gallery in Canva. 
	With your Benchmark images available in Canva, you can utilize the Canva design tools to enhance your images and send the finished products back to Benchmark.








Ready to eliminate back-and-forth manual downloading and importing? In the next steps, we'll show you how to set up and use the Benchmark Email Canva integration. 











To connect Canva and Benchmark Email, log in to your Canva account. In your Canva account, you have two options for connecting to Benchmark: your Canva homepage or from a Canva design. Choose the option you prefer below to connect to your Benchmark Image Gallery.
















	Click on the Apps option. In the search bar, type Benchmark Email and click enter. Then select Benchmark Email.
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	Choose if you want to export an existing Canva design or create a new design.  
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	In the next screen, select Connect and enter your Benchmark Email login credentials. 
	Username  
	Password



	Once connected, your Benchmark Image Gallery will load on the left menu. If there are no images in your Benchmark Email account, then this will appear blank. 










From here, you can begin working on an image from your Benchmark gallery or select other Canva designs to export to Benchmark.









	When you're ready, click Export! Select your file type. PNG is recommended. 
	You will see a success message when the export is complete. To view your Canva design in Benchmark, click the option ''See in Benchmark Email'' or open your Benchmark Email Image Gallery. 
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Your Canva design will appear in your Benchmark Image Gallery with the same name as in Canva. Before exporting, you can rename your Canva design.




ADD image




You can also rename your image once in your Benchmark Image Gallery.




ADD IMAGE









	Open an existing Canva Design or create a start a new design.
	Select Apps from the left menu.
	In the search bar, enter Benchmark Email and select the Benchmark Email app. 
	Select Connect and add your Benchmark Email login credentials.
	Username
	Password
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	Once connected, your Benchmark Image Gallery will load on the left menu. If there are no images in your Benchmark Email account, then this will appear blank. 










From here, you can begin working on an image from your Benchmark gallery or select other Canva designs to export to Benchmark.









	When you're ready, click Export! Select your file type. PNG is recommended. 
	You will see a success message when the export is complete. To view your Canva design in Benchmark, click the option ''See in Benchmark Email'' or open your Benchmark Email Image Gallery. 
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Your Canva design will appear in your Benchmark Image Gallery with the same name as in Canva. Before exporting, you can rename your Canva design. 




ADD image




You can also rename your image once in your Benchmark Image Gallery.




ADD IMAGE
















After you've connected Canva with Benchmark Email, the integration will remain active until you disable it and your Benchmark Image gallery will be available within Canva. However, Canva will not auto-sync to your Benchmark account. To export new designs to Benchmark Email repeat the steps below.









Canva Designs









To export Canva designs, open the finished Canva design, and select Benchmark Email on the left side. This will generate the export window, and you can choose your file type and click Export. PNG recommended.  




When the export is complete, you will see a success message. The Canva design will load into your Benchmark Image Gallery immediately. 




ADD GIF/Video HERE




To add the Canva design to an email or landing page, open an image block in the editor, then click on add image and select your Canva design. 




ADD GIF/Video HERE









Benchmark Image Gallery









Your Benchmark Image Gallery will be accessible in your Canva account. You can edit your Benchmark images with Canva's design tools and export them back to your Benchmark Image Gallery when your design is complete. 




To access your Benchmark Image Gallery, open a new Canva design, then click the Benchmark Email option on the left. Select the image to edit, and when you are done, select Export.









Add Video/GIF
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New images uploaded to your Benchmark Image Gallery should appear in Canva; if the images do not appear, refresh your Canva page.
















To disable the Canva and Benchmark Email integration, follow the steps below. 




From Canva




	Open any design. 
	Then, select Benchmark Email from the Apps menu.
	Click on the More options icon (three dots).
	Select Remove from your apps. This will immediately remove your Benchmark Email account from Canva.





ADD GIF/Video HERE
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Frequently Asked Questions









If I delete an image in Benchmark Email, will it also be removed from Canva?




If you delete an image from your Benchmark Image Gallery, it will also be removed from the available images in the Canva integration. However, deleting designs from Canva won't affect previously shared images in Benchmark Email. Refresh your Canva page to see your updated Benchmark Image Gallery.




Can I create my email in Canva and export the design to Benchmark Email?




While you can create amazing designs using Canva, we do not recommend creating your email templates there. Here are a few reasons. 




	Image-only emails have a higher chance of landing in the Spam folders. 
	Designs imported from Canva do not include links or editable text. 





Will my previously imported or exported images be deleted if I disable my Benchmark Email + Canva integration?




If you disable the integration, previously exported Canva designs will not be removed from Benchmark Email.  However, your Benchmark Image Gallery will no longer be accessible from Canva. 




After connecting the accounts, will the images be automatically synced with both applications? 




Your Benchmark Image Gallery will remain visible within Canva, you may need to refresh your page to see new images. Canva designs do not continuously sync and must be exported from the design page. 




Can I export multiple Canva designs to my Benchmark gallery?




Multiple design exports to Benchmark Email are currently not supported. If you need to export multiple images, you can download a zip file and then import the images to your Benchmark account. 
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To authenticate your email domain, youâ€™ll need to add a Benchmark Email SPF and DKIM record, along with a valid DMARC record to your domain's DNS provider. These records can be found in your account on the Domain Authentication page. 




If you are unable to authenticate your domain, your â€˜fromâ€™ email address will be rewritten and sent from an authenticated Benchmark Email domain. For example, if your email address is sales@companyname.com and your domain is not authenticated, your email address will appear as sales.yourcompanyname.com@123456.clients.bmsend.com in your contactâ€™s inbox.










NEED HELP? 




If you're experiencing difficulties authenticating your domain, click on the chat widget located on the bottom right of this screen to chat with a support representative, or click here to send us a message.
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To send authenticated emails from Benchmark, you'll need to do the following: 




	Add and verify an email address that's associated with your private domain. 
	Go to the Domain Authentication page in Benchmark via account settings to generate SPF and DKIM records. 
	Access to your domain's DNS settings, where you can add SPF and DKIM records and check for a valid DMARC policy. 





If you are authenticating a sub-domain, ensure the SPF and DKIM records, along with a DMARC policy, are added to the sub-domain.








[image: ] BEST PRACTICE 




We recommend using a subdomain for all email marketing and email domain authentication. Inbox service providers may treat subdomains independently, reducing the risk of affecting the reputation of the main domain. 
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Authentication Records Needed









In your Benchmark Email account, youâ€™ll find unique SPF and DKIM records for each private domain that has been verified; both of these records need to be added to your domainâ€™s provider DNS settings. Additionally, youâ€™ll see a DMARC record. The DMARC record is not specific to your Benchmark Email account and only needs to be updated if the record we found is invalid. 
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Click on the record tabs below to learn how each record contributes to your email domain authentication.











The Sender Policy Framework record, commonly known as an SPF record, is a record added to your DNS settings. The SPF record is used to specify which domains have authorization for email sending. 




You can access your domain's Benchmark SPF record from within the Domain Authentication page.
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DomainKeys Identified Mail; is used to prevent email messages from being forged by adding a digital signature to all emails sent from your domain.  DKIM verifies the domain through cryptographic authentication. When DKIM is signed, receiving ISPs can confirm that emails from your domain are legitimate.




You can access your domain's Benchmark SPF record from within the Domain Authentication page.
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DMARC, short for Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting & Conformance, is another record used for domain authentication. ISPs like Yahoo, Gmail, AOL, and others check to see if SPF and DKIM align with the 'from email address' and what action to take if they do not align. Email senders must have a DMARC Policy in place for emails to pass ISP filters. 




Your Benchmark Account lets you see if your email domain has a valid DMARC record.




If you have a valid DMARC policy, you will see a green check mark indicating that the record is valid. Domains can only have one DMARC Policy, so if you have a green check mark next to the DMARC name and value, you do not need to update DMARC.
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If no DMARC record is found, or your DMARC record is invalid, Benchmark will provide a suggested DMARC record to use to ensure you pass the requirements for sending from your domain using Benchmark Email. 















Next to each record, youâ€™ll see indicators that tell you whether or not you need to update the records. If you have a green check mark, then the record is valid and authenticated. However, if you have a red X the record is invalid.






Authenticated Records
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Invalid - Not Yet Authenticated
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If you do not add these records, your â€˜fromâ€™ email address will be rewritten and sent from an authenticated Benchmark Email domain. For example, if you cannot authenticate your domain, and your from email address is sales@companyname.com, your email address would appear as: sales.yourcompanyname.com@123456.clients.bmsend.com.
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How to add a domain to authenticate









If youâ€™ve previously verified a private email address, chances are you already have a private domain in your account ready for authentication. Please note that only private domains can be authenticated. Public domains, like Gmail and Yahoo, can not be authenticated. Emails sent from Benchmark using a public email address will have their â€˜from email addressâ€™ adjusted to use an authenticated Benchmark domain. For example, if your email address is companyname@gmail.com, your domain would look like this: companyname.gmail.com@001B00.clients.bmsend.com.










[image: ] SUGGESTION 




To learn how to verify an email address, please click here.












To see a list of previously verified email addresses, visit your Email Verification page. If there are no private verified email addresses, please add the email associated with the domain you'd like to authenticate.
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If you cannot verify your private domain, please contact our support team at support@benchmarkemail.com.
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How to get Authentication Records









Once you have verified an email address associated with your private domain, you can authenticate. 









To authenticate, follow the steps below.









	Click on your account name and select Account Settings.
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	Then, select Domain Authentication. Here you will see the domains available to authenticate.
	Find the domain you would like to authenticate and click on the Start option.
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	Confirm your choice by clicking Start Authentication. After confirming, we will begin generating your records. These can take up to 30 minutes to generate. Exit this page by clicking on the X on the top right. 
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Back on the Domain authentication page, youâ€™ll see the authentication status of the records. If your records are ready to be added to your DNS settings, the DNS Record column will read View instead of Start.




	Click on the View option to see your records.
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In another browser window, go to your domainâ€™s DNS settings. If you are unsure how to add the records to your DNS settings, check out some services listed here for instructions.









	Copy and paste each record separately in your domain's DNS settings. 
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	Once you are done, return to Benchmark and click the Check Configuration option.





	If you add the records correctly, you will see a success message and green checkmarks next to each record.  Record configuration can take up to 48 hours, depending on your domain hosting service.
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Additionally, the authentication status will change to In Progress; no further action is needed from you. The authentication period can take up to 24 hours. You should not expect any emails to be sent from your domain during this time, as the domain has not yet been authenticated. If you have mail that must be sent, it will default to our authenticated subdomain before sending.




When your domain is ready to send emails, the authentication status will change to Authenticated.
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You should have two Benchmark CNAME records and at least one valid DMARC record in your DNS settings when you are done. If you add a DMARC Policy, youâ€™ll have three new records in your DNS Settings.
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If you did not add your records correctly, you will see an error message and an X next to the records that need updating. Review the records you added to your DNS settings if you receive an error message. If the error is not visible to you, delete both records previously added and add them again.
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If you're experiencing difficulties authenticating your domain, here are a few ways to contact a support representative.




	Send us a message by clicking here, and a support representative will contact you via email. 
	Start a live chat by clicking on the chat widget at the bottom right of this screen. 
	Schedule a call with a team member who can help review your records and guide you through the process of updating your email domain authentication records. 
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Domain Status Descriptions









Not Authenticated




The records have not been created.
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In Progress




The records were created and added to your DNS settings, but we are waiting for confirmation. During this stage, no action is needed.
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Action Required




The records were created but not added to your DNS settings, or the records do not match. If you see this, check the message within the records. Youâ€™ll see a red X on the error that needs to be corrected. In your DNS settings, check if the records were added exactly as Benchmark provided. If you are not sure, delete the previous records, and proceed to add them again. If you still see an error, please contact our support team.
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Authenticated




Indicates the records were added successfully, and no further action is needed.
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How To Add Your Authentication Records to Your DNS Provider









The process of adding the records will vary depending on your domain host. If you do not have access to your DNS settings, contact your IT team or contact your domain hosting service.










[image: ] IMPORTANT 




Please allow 24 hours before sending any emails from your domain to accommodate the 24 hours.  Any email sent during this time may not reflect the changes.














 [image: ] If you prefer a video tutorial, watch this video.











Below we have added some popular domain hosting services; for steps on adding your CNAME Records, click on the CNAME Records link for your domain hosting service.




Please let our support team know if you do not see your domain service listed.









GoDaddy




	RECORDS
	DMARC Policy (TXT Record)





BlueHost




	Records
	DMARC Policy  (TXT Record)





InMotion




	RECORDS
	DMARC Policy (TXT Record)





HostGator




	Records 
	DMARC Policy (TXT Record)





HostMonster 




	Records
	DMARC Policy (TXT Record)





Arvixe




	Records
	DMARC Policy (TXT record)





Cloudflare




	Records
	DMARC Policy (TXT record)





Network Solutions




	Records & DMARC Policy (TXT record)





Name.com




	Records
	DMARC Policy  (TXT Record)
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At Benchmark, weâ€™re on a constant mission to pursue product excellence for our users. Weâ€™ve been so busy building over the last few months that we havenâ€™t had a chance to update you on all of our progress! 




Here are just a few of the things weâ€™ve been working on recently:
 




ðŸ“Š  Support for Google Analytics GA4 




This year Google deprecated Universal Analytics in favor of GA4. Weâ€™ve made updates to ensure that users can still track all of their Benchmark Email analytics in GA4 to get the best picture of your email marketing ROI.





ðŸ‘�  Social sharing is back! 




Users can now easily copy a link for the web version of an email to share across any and all social platforms or anywhere else you need the link. More eyes on your emails is always a good thing!





ðŸ”’  Keep your account secure with two-step verification




With two-factor authentication, you can prevent unauthorized access to your account by requiring an additional verification step during the sign-in process.




Two-factor authentication is available for all users. To enable this feature, simply navigate to the Security page inside of your Account Settings and follow the instructions to enable the feature. Itâ€™s never been easier to safeguard your account!





ðŸ“§  Test Email Improvements 




Weâ€™ve made several improvements to our test emails to improve delivery and speed to the inbox and to ensure that youâ€™re never left wondering where your test email is. 





ðŸ’¸  Simplified Plan Changes




With a simplified upgrade page and the ability to downgrade in-app, Benchmark Email users can rest easy knowing they can always change plans according to their needs. 





âš¡ Elevate your emails with Smart Design! 




Say hello to the latest feature in our Smart suite of tools! 




New users have recently gotten a chance to try out our latest feature, Smart Design, during their onboarding experience. Smart Designâ€™s AI-powered technology grabs a userâ€™s brand assets from their website to build a customized, branded email template in seconds. 

And not to worry â€“ veteran Benchmark Email users will get to experience the power of Smart Design when itâ€™s launched very soon!
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Benchmark Email users can enable 2-Step Verification to enhance their account's security. This feature is available in all Benchmark plans and can be accessed on the Security page in Account Settings.







Topics covered in this article:




	How to enable 2-Step Verification 
	How to disable 2-Step Verification 
	Frequently Asked Questions 
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	After enabling the 2-Step Verification, the device you used for setup gets a special cookie that tells us your device is safe. This cookie is active for 30 days. If you attempt to log in from a different device, you must re-enter a new security code.
	To enable 2-Step Verification for your account, you will need access to the account's email address. If you need to change your account's email address, please click here to learn more.
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How to enable 2-Step Verification 









You can set up 2-Step Verification from your Accounts Security page. The 2-Step Verification is not mandatory, but we encourage you to enable it and add an extra layer of security to your account.




To enable 2-Step Verification, follow these steps:




	Log in to your Benchmark Email account.
	Click on your account's name on the top right and select Account Settings. 
	Next, click on the Security option.
	Go to the Security page in the Account Settings.
	In the 2-Step Verification by Email section, click on the toggle option it should go from gray to blue.
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	In the pop-up, you'll see a confirmation message and the email address where we will email your security code. Confirm your choice by clicking Send Email. An email with your 6-digit code will be sent to your account's email address. 
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	Go to your email inbox, open the Confirmation Email, and copy the 6-digit code.
	Back in Benchmark, paste the 6-digit code into the Verification Code field, ensuring no spaces are added, and click Confirm.
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	If the code is correct, you'll see a success message.
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	After enabling 2-Step Verification, a cookie will be added to your device for 30 days. If you attempt to log in from a different device within those 30 days, you must complete the 2-Step Verification process.
	If you need to request the code again, copy the latest code received; previous codes will not work.
	We limit the number of code requests to 5 every 15 minutes to prevent errors.
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How to disable 2-Step Verification









To disable the 2-Step Verification, you'll need to log into your Benchmark Email account, navigate to the Account Setting page, and open the Security page. Click on the 2-Step Verification toggle option; it should go from blue to gray.
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Frequently Asked Questions









Will I have to verify via email each time I log in?




No, you will only need to complete the 2-Step Verification 30 days from the last verification and if you are signing in from a new device. 




What happens if I do not have access to the email with the security code?




If you are unable to complete the 2-Step Verification, please contact our support team.
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The Benchmark Email Smart Design feature creates new emails in minutes using your website's link or business description.  All you have to do is select the type of email you need, select your images and brand colors, and you're done!







Topics covered in this article:




	How does Smart Design work?
	Smart Design template examples
	Frequently asked questions
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The Smart Design chatbot greets new Benchmark Email users. Once the chat window is closed, you can use Smart Design again any time you create a new email.




Enhance your experience and explore our AI tools, including Smart Content, which was designed to improve and generate email copy effortlessly. 




Images previously located on your website will be added to your Benchmark Email Gallery. Images saved can be easily accessed in the email editor. Images saved can also be deleted from your gallery. To learn how to delete an image, click here.
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How it works









The Smart Design feature performs an automatic search of your website, looking for things like company name, images, website descriptions, and more. Using this gathered content, it crafts AI-generated text for your emails. While Smart Design functions optimally with a website to search, if you don't have a website, simply provide a company description.




There are two ways you can access the Smart Design tool, new users are greeted by the Smart Design chatbot and can be found within the email creation option. 




Choose one of the options below for instructions






As a new user, you will be greeted by our Smart Design chatbot, which will walk you through a series of questions to create your first email. Here is a rundown of how the Smart Design greeting will work.




	You'll choose the type of email you want to create. You can choose from three options.
	Welcome Email
	Newsletter Updates (generates multiple paragraphs, headlines, and CTAs.)
	Promotional Email
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	Next, we will ask for your website's URL. 
























	If you don't have a website, you can enter a description of your business. 





	For example: 
	Name: Flowers on First
	Description: We create exquisite flower arrangements tailored for every occasion. As a welcome gesture, we are offering a 10% discount to all new customers.






	If you enter a website, Smart Design will scrub your site for your logo, content, and site images. Smart Design can generate the following based on the email type you choose. 
	Headline(s)
	Paragraph text
	Once sentence CTAs
	Button CTAs aligned with content and goal.



	If images are found, you can select an image to use as a logo. If none are found, you can upload an image. You can skip this option and add a logo in the email editor.
	Next, Smart Design will provide 3 email templates. Take a moment to scroll through these templates and choose the one that best resonates with your email goals.
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	The email template will now load into the Drag and Drop email editor. Here, you can make any adjustments to the email. For further assistance with your template, explore our Smart Content feature, leveraging AI-generated copywriting.
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Once the email loads into the editor, further alterations cannot be made within Smart Design. Should you wish to explore another template, simply follow the steps again.














When you are done with your template, you can click, you'll give your email a subject line, select the contacts you'll email, and select a from and reply email address. Additionally, you can rename your email template. The last step is to send out your email! You can schedule the email for a later date or send it immediately. 






The Smart Design feature can be accessed during the email creation process. To use the Smart Design feature, select the Create New Email option from the home dashboard or from the email dashboard.











Home Dashboard
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Email Dashboard
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Next, you'll select the type of email you want to create and choose Smart Design.
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	Select the type of email template you want to create. You can choose from three options.
	Welcome Email
	Newsletter Updates (generates multiple paragraphs, headlines, and CTAs.)
	Promotional Email
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	Next, we will ask for your website's URL. 


























	If you don't have a website, you can enter a description of your business. 





	For example: 
	Name: Flowers on First
	Description: We create exquisite flower arrangements tailored for every occasion. As a welcome gesture, we are offering a 10% discount to all new customers.






	If you enter a website, Smart Design will scrub your site for your logo, content, and site images. Smart Design can generate the following based on the email type you choose. 
	Headline(s)
	Paragraph text
	Once sentence CTAs
	Button CTAs aligned with content and goal.



	If images are found, you can select an image to use as a logo. If none are found, you can upload an image. You can skip this option and add a logo in the email editor.
	Next, Smart Design will provide 3 email templates. Take a moment to scroll through these templates and choose the one that best resonates with your email goals.
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	The email template will now load into the Drag and Drop email editor. Here, you can make any adjustments to the email. For further assistance with your template, explore our Smart Content feature, leveraging AI-generated copywriting.
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Once the email loads into the editor, further alterations cannot be made within Smart Design. Should you wish to explore another template, simply follow the steps again.












When you are done with your template, you can click, you'll give your email a subject line, select the contacts you'll email, and select a from and reply email address. The last step is to send out your email! You can schedule the email for a later date or send it immediately. 
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Smart Design Email Examples









Smart Design collects content from your website. If you don't own a website, you can enter a site description, and it will generate content based on the information provided. After the template appears in the editor, you can edit the text, incorporate different images, or keep it unchanged. We strongly recommend customizing the emails to better suit your needs. This allows you to tailor the content to your audience and make it more personalized.




Here are some email templates created using Smart Design. These templates have been generated by Smart Design, utilizing content from our own website








Welcome Email - Website
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Welcome Email - Without Website
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Newsletter Email - Website
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Newsletter Email - Without Website
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Promotional Email - Website
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Promotional Email - Without Website
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Frequently Asked Questions









What systems support Benchmark Email's Smart Design feature?




Smart Design is supported in PC - Windows (latest versions) and Mac - OSX (latest versions).





Supported Browsers:




	Chrome
	Firefox
	Edge
	Safari





Why does Smart Design say the images I selected are duplicates?




Images used in emails previously created with Smart Design are automatically saved to your gallery. If you see the duplicate error, it is because the image has already been saved in your account. 




Why is Smart Design skipping questions like company logo, brand name, or description?




Smart Design saves previously used information, if the information exists the steps will be skipped.




What type of text will Smart Design generate?




Smart Design can generate headlines, paragraph text, one-sentence call to action, and buttons. Please note that not every email template uses all text elements, and some templates incorporate multiple components. The newsletter template includes multiple paragraphs, headlines, and buttons, offering more text options. 
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UX/UI Improvements









Email Editor









	Released Easy Paste, a brand new copy-and-paste tool with two pasting options, to all languages.
	Released Spell Check, a tool to show misspelled words and suggest corrections, to English, Spanish, Portuguese, French and German languages.










Landing Page Editor









	Released Easy Paste and Spell Check.
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Bug Fixes









Pricing Pages









	Fixed overage charge mismatch between internal and external pricing pages for single plan in  Japan.










Automation Pro









	Fixed issue where some automations sends were delayed for some users.
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Topics covered in this article:
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You can easily change the reply email address on the email's Details page. To change your reply email address, go to your email campaign, and open the Details page. Open the From section, and enable Use a different email address for replies. Click here to learn more. 
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What is a no-reply email address?









A no-reply email address is an email address that is used to discourage recipients from replying to an email. This no-reply email uses a variation similar to "no-reply@companydomain.com." It is commonly used to send email notifications, purchase or event confirmations, among other transactional messages. Not always, but in some cases, the inbox for this email address is not monitored, or it canâ€™t receive messages.




Recipients who attempt to reply to a no-reply email will receive a 550 bounce message from their email provider, as the email is not designed to receive messages.




The error message varies from inbox to inbox but will say something like this: 




Address not found. Your message wasn't delivered to no-reply@customerservice.com because the address couldn't be found, or is unable to receive mail.




The response from the remote server was: 550 No Such User Here.
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No-reply emails were designed to decrease email responses. Although effective in decreasing the number of replies following a large email campaign, using a no-reply email address can have negative consequences.
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Why you should avoid using no-reply emails









There are several reasons why you shouldnâ€™t use no-reply email addresses; no-reply emails can decrease your customer satisfaction, brand trust, and in some cases, email delivery. 









Email Delivery: Spam Filters â›”









Spam filters vary in design, yet all share the common purpose of identifying unsolicited and hazardous email content. Emails sent from generic addresses, such as a no-reply email, may trigger spam filtering. A lack of engagement with your messages over time can ultimately damage your email deliverability.









Customer Satisfaction â�









Your email communication with customers, contacts, prospects, or leads should not be viewed as a one-way communication channel. If customers attempt to reply to your emails and are unsuccessful in reaching you or your company, their satisfaction may diminish. Using a no-reply email address for your email communications may give the idea you are not interested in their questions or concerns. 









Brand Trust ðŸ¤�









Customers who cannot reach you by replying to your emails may question your company's customer service, resulting in a breakdown of trust. Failure to offer simple and straightforward methods for responding to your emails may give a negative customer experience, leaving your contacts with the impression that you are uninterested in their responses.
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Instead of risking customer satisfaction, brand trust, and inbox delivery, we encourage you to ditch no-reply email addresses.
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No-reply email alternatives









No-reply emails were once acceptable but have been replaced by better alternatives. To avoid using a no-reply email address, we have compiled some options.
















Replace the no-reply email with a monitored email dedicated to handling email marketing responses. Optimal options include utilizing an email with a person's name, such as kathy@yourcomapanyname.com, or selecting a support-related email, such as support@yourcompanyname.com.




Here are some additional email examples to use instead of the no-reply email address.




	info@yourcompanyname.com
	hello@yourcompanyname.com
	help@yourcompanyname.com
	replies@yourcompanyname.com
	notify@yourcompanydomain.com







In addition to creating a designated email address for marketing responses, we recommend adding an email footer that gives customers an easy-to-see option to submit questions.




Provide easy methods for your recipients to contact you, such as an email link, chat link, or a "Contact Us" button where they can enter additional information to receive assistance.




Here are some examples based on real company emails.









Example 1: Button
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Example 2: Email Footer 
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Example 3: Need Help Option Buttons
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If you have any questions, please contact our support team.
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Use the Test Email feature to send a test version of your email and see how your email will appear in the inbox.







Topics covered in this article:




	How to use 
	Troubleshooting
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	The test email option is available on the email checklist page and within the email editor. After scheduling and sending an email, the Test Email option is no longer accessible.
	Accounts can send a test email to 5 email addresses at once.
	Free accounts can send to 10 unique contacts per day.
	Premium accounts can send to 10 unique contacts per campaign per day.
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How to Use the Test Email Feature









To send a test email, follow the steps below. 




	Log into your Benchmark Email account. 
	Select Emails from the Dashboard menu, and click on Emails. 







	Open a draft or incomplete email, and choose the "Send Test Email" option. 
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	You'll see a popup where you can enter up to 5 email addresses and a personal note.
	Separate each email with a comma. 
	The personal note will appear above the email in the inbox.
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	 Last, click Send.







If you want to make changes to your email before sending the test email, you can use the Send Test email within the editor. 




	Open a draft or incomplete email, and click "Edit" to access the email editor.
	From the bottom toolbar, click on the Test option. 
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	You'll see a popup where you can enter up to 5 email addresses and a personal note. 
	Separate each email with a comma. 
	The personal note will appear above the email in the inbox.



	 Last, click Send.
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Troubleshooting









If you exceeded your account's campaign or daily test email limit, you could schedule and send the email as a regular campaign. We recommend creating a test email list; this list can be used when testing the appearance of your email.









Here are additional reasons for the non-delivery of your test emails.









	It's possible that test emails may end up in your spam folder since test servers are not regularly used like our email-sending servers. If this happens, simply move the email to your inbox and mark it as "Not Spam."
	Content in your email may be triggering Spam filters, make sure you are following best practices.
	To learn how to avoid the Spam folder, click here.



	Ensure your inbox firewall or filters are not blocking Benchmark emails. You can whitelist our email domains to prevent emails from being blocked.
	To learn more about whitelisting Benchmark Email domains, click here. 



	Your domain may have been blacklisted, although rare. You can check the status of your domain using free online tools like MXToolbox.
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Please do not use the Test Email feature to measure your email deliverability. Instead, schedule and send your email. If you'd like to learn more about how to improve your email deliverability, please click here.
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	Accounts actively using Pro or Enterprise features will be prevented from downgrading until the following features are disabled or deactivated.
	Security Pin 
	Signup Forms: Limit based on plan subscription
	Automation Pro journeys 




	Accounts that downgrade will lose access to the features listed on this page. The account must upgrade to a Pro or Enterprise plan to regain access to these features.





To see a full list of our features provided in each plan subscription, click here.  














Available in Enterprise and Pro plans 









Downgrading to a Lite plan will prevent you from creating new A/B tests or accessing reports for previous tests.






Available in Enterprise and Pro plans 









Downgrading to a Lite plan will result in losing access to activating new journeys. However, you will continue to have access to reports for deactivated journeys.
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Available in Enterprise and Pro plans 









When you downgrade your plan, the Website Tracking script will continue to track and work. However, the reporting will be deprecated since journeys will be deactivated.






Available in Enterprise and Pro plans 









Downgrading to a Lite plan removes access to our email HTML Code editor. However, you can still access reports for emails previously sent using this editor if you downgrade.






Available in Enterprise and Pro plans 









If you enabled the Security PIN for your account, downgrading your plan will result in losing access to this feature. Therefore, you can no longer use a security PIN to protect lists being exported from your account.









To learn about the Security Pin feature, click here. 






Available in Enterprise and Pro plans 









When you downgrade your plan, a new limit for signup forms is applied to your account. Your plan subscription determines the signup form limits.




Here is a breakdown: 




	Free 1 Signup Form
	Lite 5 Signup Forms
	Pro 25 Signup Forms
	Enterprise Unlimited Forms
	Legacy Unlimited Forms












Available in Enterprise and Pro plans 









Downgrading to a Lite plan will result in losing access to edit or create new surveys. Previously activated surveys will remain accessible, but you can no longer view their reports.









To learn more about Benchmark Surveys, click here. 






Available in Enterprise and Pro plans 









Downgrading to a lite plan will result in losing access to edit or create new polls. Any active polls will remain accessible, but you will no longer have access to view their reports.









To learn more about Benchmark Polls, click here. 
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Downgrading your subscription plan can help you reduce costs, but it can also affect the features you use and have access to. Therefore, it is important to review the feature changes before downgrading to ensure that it will not negatively impact your business.

























If you have any questions, please contact our support team.
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The Benchmark Clean List feature can remove specific groups of emails from individual contact lists, such as hard-bounces, soft bounces, or contacts who have not opened your emails. If you are not ready to remove the contacts, you can create a new email list.




Sending to a group of contacts who are not engaging with your email or a group of contacts whose emails could be invalid can and will hurt your email deliverability. We recommend you clean your list periodically and especially after sending email campaigns.




The Clean List feature should not be confused with List Verification; list Verification is typically used before emailing your list but can be utilized at any point. Click here to learn more about List Verification.
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Before you send your next email campaign, take a second to make sure your email list is clean. Not only will this help improve your email delivery, but it can also increase engagement.












Topics covered in this article:









	What email groups does the Clean List feature have
	How to use the Clean List feature
	How to create a suppression list of unengaged contacts
	How to permanently remove hard-bounces from an email with multiple contact lists
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The Clean List feature can help remove the following groups of email addresses:









	Hard Bounces 
	Hard-bounced emails are email addresses that reject email delivery due to permanent failure; one reason could be the recipientâ€™s email address is invalid; click here to learn more.



	Soft Bounces
	Soft bounces are email addresses that reject email delivery due to short-term issues with the recipientâ€™s inbox, click here to learn more.



	Contacts who have not opened the last 
	5 Campaigns
	10 Campaigns
	20 Campaigns
	30 Campaigns
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To clean your list, follow the steps below:









	Log in to your Benchmark account.
	From the dashboard, select Contacts and then click on Contacts.
	Click on the name of the list you want to clean.
	Now, click on the More Options icon and select the Clean List option.
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	On the next page, select the group of contact email addresses you want to clean.
	Once your group is selected, choose one of the following options:
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	Create New List will create a new list with all of the email addresses you chose. This option does not remove the contacts from your list. The new list name will reference the original list name and will include HardBounce+Unopened, a name you can edit or change.
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If youâ€™d like to have a list of the email addresses but still want them removed from the original list, follow the steps below.




	Youâ€™ll need first to Create a New List of your group of emails.
	Then repeat the steps and select the Remove From List option. 





By following this method, you will have a separate list of the selected group, and the email addresses will also be removed from the original list.




	Remove from List will remove the group of email addresses from the list selected. However, this does not prevent any of the emails previously removed from being uploaded later.
	If you are removing hard bounce emails from your list and want to avoid sending to them in the future from another list, you can use the Create a New List option and then copy that list to the Master Unsubscribe list. Any email addresses added to the master unsubscribe list are immediately removed from all contact lists and will not be emailed.








	After confirming your option, youâ€™ll be redirected to your contact list page, and a success message will appear.
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How to create a suppression list of unengaged contacts









The list cleaning tool will identify and remove unengaged contacts that have not opened previous email campaigns. There may be times where you would prefer not to delete these contacts but instead keep them and no longer email them. One way to accomplish this is to create your own Suppression List where you can house these contacts and then exclude them from future emails. A Suppression List can help you maintain a healthy and engaged list which in-turn improves your deliverability.




A suppression list is not the same as the Master Unsubscribe List or the Master Invalid List, where email addresses in those lists are considered inactive contacts and can not be emailed. The suppression list is created and maintained by you, the user, and the email addresses in this list are considered active contacts. 









How to create a Suppression List









	Using the Clean List feature, create a new list of the contacts who have not opened the last 5,10, 20, or 30 emails.
	Once the list is created, change the listâ€™s default name to Suppression List, this will allow for easy access.
	Now, you can exclude the list in the Email Checklist process. Any contacts in the Excluded List will not receive emails. Click here to learn more about the Exclude List option.





We strongly recommend only emailing contacts who have engaged with your email campaigns within a reasonable time period. Continuing to email unengaged contacts will result in poor deliverability.
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Removing hard bounces from multiple lists permanently









If you sent an email to multiple lists and want to remove all of the emails that hard-bounced permanently, you can add the hard-bounces to your Master Unsubscribe list to avoid emailing them in the future.









	Go to the emailâ€™s report page.
	Click on the Activity Details option.
	From the drop-down menu, select Bounces.
	Click on the All Bounce Types option, and select Hard Bounces.
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	Click on the More options icon, and select Export File.
	Go to your Contact List dashboard and open the Master Unsubscribe list.
	Click on the Add Contacts option, and choose the Import From a File option.
	Click on Browse and select your hard-bounces list and Open.
	Select the Next option and in the Mapping Fields page, click Save and Finish.
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If you have any questions, please contact our support team.
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	The integration process begins within Canva; log in to your Canva account to set up the Benchmark Email integration.
	You will need your Benchmark Email username and password to link to Canva.



	You can connect one Benchmark Email account to Canva; if you have multiple accounts, you'll need to disconnect and reconnect to the new account. 
	Please note that the free Canva version may have image limitations. 
	Multiple design exports to Benchmark Email are currently not supported.
	This integration is currently available in English. However, all Benchmark Email users can access the integration in Canva. Depending on your language choice in Canva, you might see English along with your preferred language.
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Avoid image-only emails; use the Canva integration to import designs to elevate your Benchmark Email templates. Opting for image-only emails can be risky and decrease the likelihood of your message reaching your contact's inbox. Instead, leverage the Canva integration to seamlessly incorporate visually appealing images into your email campaigns while maintaining a balanced text-to-image ratio of 60:40. 
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How to Connect Canva and Benchmark









Once you link your Canva and Benchmark Email accounts, you can do the following. 




	Export Canva designs to your Benchmark Email account.
	Exported Canva designs will be accessible in your Benchmark Image Gallery. 



	Access your Benchmark Image Gallery in Canva. 
	With your Benchmark images available in Canva, you can utilize the Canva design tools to enhance your images and send the finished products back to Benchmark.








Ready to eliminate back-and-forth manual downloading and importing? In the next steps, we'll show you how to set up and use the Benchmark Email Canva integration. 











To connect Canva and Benchmark Email, log in to your Canva account. In your Canva account, you have two options for connecting to Benchmark: your Canva homepage or from a Canva design. Choose the option you prefer below to connect to your Benchmark Image Gallery.
















	Click on the Apps option. In the search bar, type Benchmark Email and click enter. Then select Benchmark Email.
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	Choose if you want to export an existing Canva design or create a new design.  
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	In the next screen, select Connect and enter your Benchmark Email login credentials. 
	Username  
	Password



	Once connected, your Benchmark Image Gallery will load on the left menu. If there are no images in your Benchmark Email account, then this will appear blank. 










From here, you can begin working on an image from your Benchmark gallery or select other Canva designs to export to Benchmark.









	When you're ready, click Export! Select your file type. PNG is recommended. 
	You will see a success message when the export is complete. To view your Canva design in Benchmark, click the option ''See in Benchmark Email'' or open your Benchmark Email Image Gallery. 
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Your Canva design will appear in your Benchmark Image Gallery with the same name as in Canva. Before exporting, you can rename your Canva design.




ADD image




You can also rename your image once in your Benchmark Image Gallery.




ADD IMAGE









	Open an existing Canva Design or create a start a new design.
	Select Apps from the left menu.
	In the search bar, enter Benchmark Email and select the Benchmark Email app. 
	Select Connect and add your Benchmark Email login credentials.
	Username
	Password
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	Once connected, your Benchmark Image Gallery will load on the left menu. If there are no images in your Benchmark Email account, then this will appear blank. 










From here, you can begin working on an image from your Benchmark gallery or select other Canva designs to export to Benchmark.









	When you're ready, click Export! Select your file type. PNG is recommended. 
	You will see a success message when the export is complete. To view your Canva design in Benchmark, click the option ''See in Benchmark Email'' or open your Benchmark Email Image Gallery. 
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Your Canva design will appear in your Benchmark Image Gallery with the same name as in Canva. Before exporting, you can rename your Canva design. 




ADD image




You can also rename your image once in your Benchmark Image Gallery.




ADD IMAGE
















After you've connected Canva with Benchmark Email, the integration will remain active until you disable it and your Benchmark Image gallery will be available within Canva. However, Canva will not auto-sync to your Benchmark account. To export new designs to Benchmark Email repeat the steps below.









Canva Designs









To export Canva designs, open the finished Canva design, and select Benchmark Email on the left side. This will generate the export window, and you can choose your file type and click Export. PNG recommended.  




When the export is complete, you will see a success message. The Canva design will load into your Benchmark Image Gallery immediately. 




ADD GIF/Video HERE




To add the Canva design to an email or landing page, open an image block in the editor, then click on add image and select your Canva design. 




ADD GIF/Video HERE









Benchmark Image Gallery









Your Benchmark Image Gallery will be accessible in your Canva account. You can edit your Benchmark images with Canva's design tools and export them back to your Benchmark Image Gallery when your design is complete. 




To access your Benchmark Image Gallery, open a new Canva design, then click the Benchmark Email option on the left. Select the image to edit, and when you are done, select Export.









Add Video/GIF
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New images uploaded to your Benchmark Image Gallery should appear in Canva; if the images do not appear, refresh your Canva page.
















To disable the Canva and Benchmark Email integration, follow the steps below. 




From Canva




	Open any design. 
	Then, select Benchmark Email from the Apps menu.
	Click on the More options icon (three dots).
	Select Remove from your apps. This will immediately remove your Benchmark Email account from Canva.





ADD GIF/Video HERE
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Frequently Asked Questions









If I delete an image in Benchmark Email, will it also be removed from Canva?




If you delete an image from your Benchmark Image Gallery, it will also be removed from the available images in the Canva integration. However, deleting designs from Canva won't affect previously shared images in Benchmark Email. Refresh your Canva page to see your updated Benchmark Image Gallery.




Can I create my email in Canva and export the design to Benchmark Email?




While you can create amazing designs using Canva, we do not recommend creating your email templates there. Here are a few reasons. 




	Image-only emails have a higher chance of landing in the Spam folders. 
	Designs imported from Canva do not include links or editable text. 





Will my previously imported or exported images be deleted if I disable my Benchmark Email + Canva integration?




If you disable the integration, previously exported Canva designs will not be removed from Benchmark Email.  However, your Benchmark Image Gallery will no longer be accessible from Canva. 




After connecting the accounts, will the images be automatically synced with both applications? 




Your Benchmark Image Gallery will remain visible within Canva, you may need to refresh your page to see new images. Canva designs do not continuously sync and must be exported from the design page. 




Can I export multiple Canva designs to my Benchmark gallery?




Multiple design exports to Benchmark Email are currently not supported. If you need to export multiple images, you can download a zip file and then import the images to your Benchmark account. 
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